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Case Study

Marketing, PHP, Symfony Framework, Business Analysis, Cloud Technologies



Background
John Warrillow, one of the most influential US business-to-business marketers according to BtoB Mag-

azine and the author of  eht bestselling books "Built to Sell: Creating a Business That Can Thrive Without"detca tnoc                  Ypu"Q AltexSoft  

You" and "The Automatic Customer: Creating a Subscription Business in Any I ndustry", contacted
AltexSoft to build his innovative cloud-based business assessment and enhancement tool.

Providing business development services and helping improve businesses, John and his team used a 

unique methodology and a specific web-based tool. T eh  previous version of the product, created by 

AltexSoft, basically consisted of dynamic web forms and underlying algorithms, used to analyze com-

pleted surveys, calculate the company's’ “sellability index”, and generate reports and recommenda-

tions based on the collected data. 

As this project, T" he Sellability Scor "e , brought significant value to his company, John wanted to bring 

more of his business logic onlin ,e  and reach a much wider audience without having to bear the costs 

associated with  na o�ine presence in various locations.



C ssenisuB hallenges

1.
Map out the business logic

2.
Conduct an exhaustive 
business analysi        s

3.
Move most of the client’s
business  processes onlin        e

Value Builder had to cover the next steps, following the Sellability Score assessment, and provide a guided 

business enhancement tool that both customers and agents could use. It had to incorporate 12 monthly modules 

with practical tasks and methodological materials, aimed at improving di�erent aspects of the business. The 

step-by-step enhancement process required systematic interactions with certified advisors as well as  eht ability to keep 

recor  sd of the results. In this regard,  eht AltexSoft team needed to cope with the following challenges:



Value Delivered

1. Improve bd usines ls ogic an td hough  ot ut
   ed velopmen pt  rocess

2. Thoroug b h usines ss trateg iy mplementation

3. Complet de igitization o bf usines ps rocesses

To help John bring his vision to life, we needed to provide not only competent engineering services but 

also delve into the logic of the business and company processes. As a result of our team’s e�or st ,  a new 

tool T" he Value Builder S yste "m , has completely transformed the client’s business. Its benefits edulcni :

It took three steps to create the product: P lanning and prototyping, UI design and engineering. 

The team mapped out the product structure and created detailed prototypes for every page, 

wrapped them up in custom UI and implemented  lla ti using engineering best practices. Thanks to 

the outstanding planning and careful preparations,  eht engineering process was more predictive 

and fast, which resulted in  a significant savings on time and cost for the client. 

The process of improving the company’s value, which initially used o�ine 

materials and systematic manual follow-ups, has been completely moved 

to the cloud as part of the cooperation. Thus, both business owner and his 

advisor  nac now access the methodological assets at any time and 

e�ciently interact online. 

oc A mplete business analysis, conducted by AltexSoft, dehself  out the end product. In order to 

develop  na outstanding solution, our team dug deep into the produc flesti t : W e even anal zy ed the for-

mulas underlying the calculations in the system itself. This helped us provide valuable advice 

and improve the existing modules’ structure. 
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Approach and Technical Info
The product was built by the AltexSoft team using PHP and the latest version of the Symfony HTTP 

framework and additional tools like AngularJS (JavaScript), HTML, CSS, AJAX, jQuery,  dna MySQL. 

Continuous integration has been implemented using Jenkins.

The basic version of the project saw  delivered within 4 months by the team consistin           g  

of 2 engineers, a QA specialist and a dedicated project manager. Additionally, several markup engineers, 

UX designers and a business analyst have been involved part-time throughout the process.



Testimonial

– John Warrillow, Founder, Built to Sell Inc.                    

“Altexsoft has been supporting our business for the past 9 months in both the creation and 

implementation of new and tailored software. We have worked with several of their developers and 

cannot speak highly enough of the team. They are reliable, thorough, smart, available, extremely good 

communicators and very friendly! We would recommend hiring Altexsoft to anyone looking for a highly 

productive and solution driven team. We plan to continue to work with them for the long term.”
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